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Abstract
CryoEM is presently providing structures of biocomplexes considered intractable to analysis
by other structural techniques. NMR is playing an important role in delivering structural information
on dynamics events and conformational heterogeneity. Impressive results were obtained by
combining cryoEM and either liquid- or solid-state NMR, revealing the structures of cellular
machines, filaments and amyloid fibrils. NMR solution structures of proteins and nucleic acids were
fitted, together with crystallographic structures, into cryoEM maps of large complexes, to decipher
their assembly mechanisms and describe their functional dynamics. Modeling based on solid-state
NMR and cryoEM data provided 3D structure of filaments and fibrils. These NMR approaches
validated, but also corrected, atomic models built de novo in cryoEM maps, and provided new
structural data on flexible or structurally heterogeneous systems. Combination of cryoEM and NMR
became an established hybrid approach in structural biology that significantly contributes to our
understanding of functional mechanisms in supramolecular assemblies.

Highlights






CryoEM combined with NMR provided atomic models of biocomplexes.
NMR structures together with X-ray structures enabled interpretation of cryoEM maps.
Solid-state NMR and cryoEM resolved structures of helical filaments and fibrils.
These approaches validated and improved models built de novo using cryoEM maps.
NMR structures were compared with cryoEM models to uncover assembly mechanisms.
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Introduction
Understanding biological processes requires a detailed structure-function analysis of the
supramolecular assemblies that build organisms, cells or viruses. Knowledge of the structures and
dynamics of individual biological macromolecules forming these assemblies is essential to unravel
function at the molecular level. Presently, X-ray crystallography, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy, and cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) are the techniques that can deliver routinely
high-resolution structures of macromolecules (Figure 1A,B). This review focuses on studies combining
NMR and cryoEM in order to reveal the assembly mechanisms and dynamics of large biomolecular
complexes (Figure 1C,D). We will illustrate the impact of the combination of these methods in solving
challenging biological problems related to the function of large biomolecular systems.
X-ray crystallography solves a macromolecule structure if it can be trapped in a static
conformation in a crystal. High-resolution structures ranging from small molecules to megadalton
complexes were determined using this approach (Figure 1A,B). However, if some regions of a protein
or a protein–nucleic acid complex are flexible, the diffraction pattern fades quickly and structural
details are not observed in electron density maps. NMR provides information on an ensemble of
structures reflecting different conformations in solution [1]. Structure determination using NMR
spectroscopy is typically limited to proteins of less than 200 amino acids (Figure 1A,B). All segments
of a protein or nucleic acid are found in the spectral representation of the structure, except in the
case of specific millisecond timescale conformational exchange processes. Ability to visualize
disordered regions in NMR spectra provides important information on their local structure and
dynamics, as well as on their binding properties [2].
CryoEM is a technique used for determination of 3D structures of large protein complexes
(Figure 1A,B) and also of proteins as small as 93 kDa (see recently [3]) from individual images of the
biological assemblies. Computational methods offer the possibility to process populations of
assemblies in different conformational states in a single preparation and to determine their
independent structures [4,5]. During the last decade, technical advances and methodological
developments have established cryoEM as a tool providing high resolution (often close to 3.5 Å)
structures of macromolecules allowing ab initio building of atomic models (Figure 1C) [6-13]. Still, EM
maps at a resolution of 5-10 Å constitute a large fraction of the recently reported results. In such
cases, structures obtained by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy are used for rigid or
flexible fitting to build pseudo-atomic models (Figure 1C) [14,15]. Rigid body fitting assumes that no
conformational change takes place in the macromolecule structure at the resolution of the cryoEM
reconstruction. Flexible fitting is used when conformational changes are detected in the
macromolecular complex and positions of the known atomic model secondary elements (and
sometimes loops) are adjusted to the EM densities to account for those changes.
Fitting of NMR atomic models into cryoEM structures of cellular machines
Historically, NMR has first provided ribosomal protein and RNA structures that were fitted
into cryoEM maps of ribosomal complexes (light green bars in Figure 1D include several ribosomal
subunit models) [16-18]. The inherent flexibility of RNA molecules renders their structural analysis by
crystallography challenging, while they remain, if their size is not excessive, suitable targets for
solution-state NMR-based approaches. Structures of RNA were also used to build a model of the
human 80S ribosome in complex with hepatitis C virus internal ribosome entry site RNA [19,20] in
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cryoEM maps at ~4-15 Å resolution. Recently, RNA solution structures combined with subunit X-ray
structures contributed to the description of the Tetrahymena telomerase holoenzyme function based
on a ~9 Å cryoEM map [21]. This model includes the telomerase reverse transcriptase, the integral
telomerase RNA with its pseudoknot domain fragment showing a sequence complementarity with
telomere repeats, a protein binding to telomeric DNA and several additional proteins. It revealed the
path of the integral telomerase RNA in the enzyme catalytic core and the location of the telomeric
DNA binding site.
More generally, NMR solution structures of numerous proteins with less than 180 amino
acids were fitted, together with crystallographic structures of other proteins, into cryoEM maps of
large complexes (light green bars in Figure 1D also include these models). Protein components were
identified using this approach in the bacterial replicative DNA polymerase complex [22] and in the lid
sub-complex of the yeast 26S proteasome [23,24]. In the latter study, the solution structures of the
N-terminal and C-terminal domains of yeast Rpn9 validated but also corrected models built de novo
in a 7.4 Å resolution cryoEM map (Figure 2A) [23]. These NMR structures were then fitted into the
3.5 Å 26S proteasome lid map, revealing the overall structural reorganization of the lid sub-complex
during proteasome assembly [24].
In other studies, the NMR structures of small protein ligands were docked into large
complexes obtained by cryoEM. A mammalian auxilin 1 fragment was localized in the clathrin lattice
[25], doublecortin was identified on a microtubule surface [26], cofilin was positioned onto an actin
filament [27] and the inhibitor Emi1 was localised in the human anaphase-promoting complex
(APC/C) that controls chromosome segregation and mitotic exit [28,29]. In the study of the human
cofilin/actin complex, a flexible fitting procedure was used to position the crystal structure of the
actin monomer and the solution structure of cofilin arranged according to an experimentally
determined helical symmetry within the filament 9 Å cryoEM map (Figure 2B). The resulting model
revealed that rotation of the outer domain of actin upon cofilin binding alters the longitudinal
contacts between actin protomers, highlighting the structural plasticity of actin filaments [27]. In the
study of the E3 ubiquitin ligase APC/C complexed with the inhibitor Emi1, crystal structures together
with homology models, were used to build most large APC/C subunits [29]. NMR 1H-15N
heteronuclear nOe and Cchemical shift dispersion analysis provided the delimitation of the
structured zinc-binding region of Emi1 [28]. The resulting solution structure (Figure 2C) was localised
within the low resolution negative-stain EM map of the APC/C-Emi1 complex. In order to position the
Emi1 flexible regions, chimeric proteins were produced where two flexible regions of Emi1 were
sequentially replaced by the globular -propeller domain from yeast Doa1. The new regions of
density observed in cryoEM maps served as markers for disordered regions. The globular and flexible
domains of Emi1 were later fitted into a 3.6 Å resolution cryoEM map of the APC/C-Cdh1-Emi1
complex (Figure 2C). Analysis of Emi1 interaction with APC/C suggested a mechanism of inhibition of
the E2s UbcH10 and Ube2S, which are responsible for catalysing ubiquitin chain initiation and
elongation, respectively [29].
Structure determination by NMR and cryoEM of self-assembled filaments and amyloid fibers
Liquid-state NMR structures were also used to interpret the whole cryoEM map of selfassembled filaments and fibrils (dark green bars in Figure 1D). Fitting these structures into cryoEM
maps yielded atomic models of the assembled complex and revealed conformational changes
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associated to polymerization of monomers into filaments. The PB1 domain of the human autophagy
receptor p62, involved in protein turnover and signaling, forms flexible helical polymers [30]. The
NMR structure of the PB1 domain of rat p62 was fitted into the electron density of the PB1 helical
scaffold determined at a resolution of ̴10 Å (Figure 3A) [30]. The fitted PB1 molecules showed a
dimer interface consistent with biochemical and structural data obtained on homologous PB1
domains. The resulting model explained how the C-terminal extension that is unfolded in monomeric
PB1 also participates in filament assembly (Figure 3A).
Apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD (ASC) is a component of
mammalian inflammasomes that self-assembles to elicit host defense inside cells. Filaments
consisting of pyrin domains of human ASC were characterized combining NMR and cryoEM [31]. The
NMR structure of the ASC pyrin domain was modified in loop 2-3 and in the short 3 helix for
fitting into the 3.8 Å cryoEM density (Figure 3B) [31]. The fold of the pyrin domains of NLRP3 and
ASC2 is similar to that of the ASC pyrin domain in filaments, suggesting that heteromeric filaments
could be assembled during the formation of ASC-dependent inflammasomes.
Solid-state NMR is a technique for structure determination that is not limited by the size of
the macromolecular assembly and has delivered structural information on complete protein
filaments. Analysis of assigned chemical shifts led to determination of protein secondary structure
while nOe measurements provided 3D short range proximities, either within a subunit or between
different subunits. Combination of these data with the cryoEM filament structure allowed building an
atomic model of several filaments of major biological relevance (light blue bars in Figure 1D). Study
of the Shigella type III secretion needle was the first example in which solid-state NMR and EM
methods were combined [32]. A 7.7-Å cryo-EM density map defined the orientations of MxiH
subunits and -helices while solid-state NMR provided backbone dihedral angles and a large set of
carbon-carbon distance restraints from proton-driven spin diffusion experiments. The resulting
models were cross-validated using a second large set of carbon-carbon and hydrogen-hydrogen
distance constraints obtained from CHHC and NHHC experiments. They showed that, in contrast to a
published model determined using cryoEM data alone [33], the MxiH N-terminus is positioned on the
surface of the needle while the C-terminus points towards the lumen (Figure 3C; also previously
proposed in [34]). This study provided one of the best defined solid-state NMR structures reported to
date.
Solid state NMR and cryoEM were also combined to solve the mammalian ASC
inflammasome structure [35]. Solid-state NMR identified the mouse protein domain involved in
filament assembly. Comparison of solution-state and solid-state NMR chemical shifts demonstrated
that no major structural rearrangements occurred during filament formation and identified residues
located at ACS subunit interfaces. A large set of dihedral angle and carbon-carbon distance restraints
was combined with the cryoEM density map (solved at ̴4 Å) to determine the 3D structure of the
filament. The tertiary and quaternary structures of mouse and human ASC filaments demonstrated
good agreement, suggesting functional conservation of the ASC polymerization mechanisms as part
of the innate immune response system.
NMR and EM techniques enabled characterization of the mechanisms of amyloid fibril
formation [36] and determination of the 3D structures of self-assembled fibrils. A large number of
intramolecular distance and torsion angle restraints were measured by solid-state NMR in the cross4

 amyloid fibrils formed by an 11-residue peptide from transthyretin [37], resulting in a first 3D
model of the peptide. To identify intermolecular restraints, samples with a single isotopically labelled
carbonyl atom per molecule were prepared and 13CO-13CO proximities were observed. Furthermore,
several 13C,15N-labelled analogues were produced in order to measure additional carbon-carbon and
carbon-nitrogen distance restraints. From these solid-state NMR data combined with the cryoEM
maps of the fibrils, atomic models of doublet, triplet and quadruplet structures of the transthyretin
fibrils were calculated. These structures revealed details of the packing interactions responsible for
hierarchical assembly of transthyretin into protofilaments, filaments and mature fibrils [37].
New approaches are now being developed that provide a description of the dynamics of
protein assemblies from solid-state NMR data [38]. First results demonstrated that it is possible to
estimate the amplitude of motions with a timescale shorter than 10 s in mature amyloid  fibrils
from the analysis of 1H-13C dipolar couplings, 13C chemical shifts and linewidths [39]. Recently, a
multi-timescale analysis of the backbone dynamics of the prion forming domain of the fungus HETs protein assembled into fibrils was described based on R1 and R1ρ data sets and REDOR
measurements for most backbone 15N and 13Cα nuclei [40]. Experimental 15N and 13Cα data could
be explained using a motion model including three timescales (about 100 ps, 100 ns and 10 s),
suggesting that solid-state NMR can describe local to global fibril motions. Using these approaches,
it should be possible to combine cryoEM structural analyses of biomolecular complexes with a
description of their dynamics at the atomic level by solid-state NMR.
Structures of viral particles
Large viral assemblies with high point group symmetry have been resolved at near atomic
resolution by cryoEM [9,10]. When lower resolution cryoEM maps were available, NMR has largely
contributed to achieve molecular details through determination of the solution structures of viral
protein components followed by flexible fitting of these atomic models into the cryoEM electron
densities. One example is the head-to-tail connector of tailed bacteriophages that regulates the viral
DNA exit from the phage capsid. CryoEM maps were determined for the phage SPP1 connector in
different states: alone and bound to tail proteins [41,42]. The SPP1 portal protein structure was
defined by X-ray crystallography [43]. The structures of head and tail completion protein monomers,
which assemble to form the connector-tail interface, were solved in solution by NMR (see gp16 in
Figure 4A) revealing several highly flexible regions in their monomeric states [44,45]. Flexible fitting
of the head and tail completion protein structures was done in the connector bound to the phage tail
before (Figure 4D) and after DNA ejection [42]. The resulting pseudo-atomic models revealed
conformational changes that occur during assembly of the viral particle. They suggested a
mechanism for portal channel closure after DNA packaging in which loops of gp16 subunits fold to
assemble an intersubunit parallel β-sheet that plugs the portal channel (Figure 4B,C) [42]. This is
achieved by an allosteric mechanism [42]. The gp16 plug then opens at the beginning of infection for
DNA release and re-closes afterwards [42].
Solution NMR data were also instrumental to understand the structural transition of the
bacteriophage P22 procapsid to mature capsid. The main capsid protein from P22 has the
characteristic HK97 fold of the tailed phages-herpesviruses lineage but includes an additional
insertion domain (I-domain). 3D structures of the I-domain were initially modelled using 8.2 and then
3.8 Å resolution cryoEM maps. However, the NMR structure of the I-domain alone and its fitting into
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the 3.8 Å EM map of the procapsid as well as in the 4.0 Å EM map of the mature virion provided
more convincing structures of the I-domain in the P22 capsid protein [46]. Two loops are disordered
in both the isolated I-domain and in the full-length capsid protein but become ordered when the
capsid protein assembles into icosahedral particles. The D-loop is involved in intercapsomer
stabilizing interactions in procapsids, whereas the S-loop makes intrasubunit contacts that are likely
important for capsid size determination [46].
Solution and solid-state NMR data contributed to the description of the human
immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) capsid, which is composed of ∼1500 copies of the capsid
protein (CA). HIV-1 CA consists of two domains, an N-terminal domain (NTD) and a C-terminal
domain (CTD), connected by a flexible linker. In solution, HIV-1 CA dimerization depends on several
CTD residues. When studied alone the CTD monomers exhibit different relative orientations
compared to previous CTD X-ray structures. Fitting of the CTD atomic model obtained by NMR into
16 Å [47] and 8 Å [48] cryoEM maps of helical HIV-1 CA assemblies revealed that the NMR dimer
interface is consistent with the CTD/CTD interface in the capsid. The study of the Mason-Pfizer
monkey virus Gag polyprotein comprising the CA domain provided a 8 Å electron density map of the
immature retrovirus by combining cryoEM and tomography [49]. The NTD structure of this CA
protein was solved by NMR [50] and fitted into the cryoEM map, together with the homologous HIV1 CTD NMR structure. This model explained the role of the NTD and CTD domains in retrovirus
assembly and maturation. The host cell factor cyclophilin A interacts directly with the HIV-1 capsid
and regulates viral infectivity. In a study of cyclophilin A - HIV-1 capsid interaction, a cryo-EM map of
the complex was obtained at 8.6 Å and solid-state NMR was used to identify residues of the binding
interface in both partners. This was achieved by monitoring the 15N and 13C NMR chemical shift
perturbations of both proteins upon binding [51]. Mechanisms of cyclophilin recruitment onto the
capsid and HIV-1 capsid stabilization were derived from this study.
Conclusion
The recent achievements of cryoEM have attracted structural biologists from other fields.
Indeed, cryoEM has generated a large number of structures of biocomplexes that were considered as
unsuitable to analysis by other structural techniques. Its power to reach near-atomic resolution
created a momentum on the structural biology of macromolecules larger than 80 kDa. CryoEM can,
at present, rapidly provide structures of large biological assemblies in different functional states.
NMR, on the other side, is a technique that excels at determining sets of atomic structures from
small proteins, or protein domains, and at analysing the dynamics of their flexible regions in solution.
As these polypeptides are often part of large biological complexes, NMR is instrumental at
uncovering conformation changes or even folding events associated with assembly of the large
complexes whose atomic structures were determined by cryoEM. NMR is also a unique approach to
identify a distribution of conformers within a large molecular machine in solution [52]. By correlating
the local structural heterogeneity observed by NMR and the different large scale rearrangements
identified by cryoEM, it is possible to propose detailed pseudo-atomic models for these molecular
machines in different conformational states. Solid-state NMR is another approach that is becoming
increasingly important to provide structural constraints and build precise atomic models in cryoEM
density maps of homopolymers. We expect to see in the near future further integration of NMR, Xray cristallography, cryoEM and modeling hybrid methods combined with their progressive
automation. They will not only deliver atomic structures of biological machines but will also establish
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molecular movies enlightening how conformational changes in those machines achieve biological
function.
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Legends
Figure 1. Statistical analysis of the 3D structures or models deposited in the PDB and EMDB
databases, determined from NMR, X-ray crystallography, EM data, and from hybrid methods. (A, B)
Distribution of the protein structures deposited at the PDB (version August 2016) as a function of (A)
the number of residues per protein chain or (B) the oligomerisation state of the proteins (when
indicated in the PDB). Results are normalized by the total number of proteins whose structure was
analysed by each technique: NMR (10093 references), X-ray crystallography (101785 references), EM
(802 references). (C, D) Distribution of the number of publications describing models built from NMR
and EM data as a function of (C) the resolution of the EM map or (D) the methodological approach
used to calculate the model. Articles reporting a structural study linked to maps and models
deposited at the EMDB and PDB, respectively, were published between 2000 and 2016, a period
corresponding to the time axis of these graphs.
Figure 2. Liquid-state NMR studies provide 3D structures for small components or binders of large
complexes analysed by cryoEM. (A) 3.5 Å cryoEM map of yeast 26S proteasome lid (EMDB 6479)
with docked N-terminal (in orange; PDB 2MQW) and C-terminal (in red; PDB 2MRI) domain solution
structures of Rpn9 (PDB ID of the final model: 3JCK). In the framed panel, two 3D structures of the Nterminal Rpn9 domain are superimposed: the model built from the cryoEM map (in light blue and
displayed in rainbow colours below on the left) and the NMR structure (in orange, also displayed in
rainbow colours below on the right). (B) The cofilin NMR solution structure (20 superimposed
structures in rainbow colours; PDB 1Q8G) was fitted into the 9 Å cryoEM map of cofilin bound to
actin filaments (docked cofilin structures in orange and red; EMDB 5354; PDB ID of the final model
3J0S). (C) The solution structure of the inhibitor Emi1 (20 superimposed structures in rainbow
colours; PDB 2M6N) was fitted into the 3.6 Å resolution cryoEM reconstruction of APC/C (docked
structure of the Emi1 fragment studied by NMR in orange and structures of Emi1 additional extended
fragments in red) (EMDB 2924; PDB 4UI9).
Figure 3. Liquid- or solid-state NMR data are combined with cryoEM maps to provide models for
filaments and needles. (A) Fitting of the NMR solution structure of the PB1 domain (from amino acid
1 to amino acid 122) from the autophagy receptor p62 (20 superimposed structures in rainbow
colours; PDB 2KKC) into the 10.3 Å cryoEM reconstruction of PB1 filaments (EMDB 2937; PDB 4UF9).
One PB1 subunit structure is shown in red and its directly interacting PB1 neighbours in yellow. The
other PB1 structures are in orange. The arrow points to the C-terminus of a yellow subunit that
interacts with the red subunit. (B) Fitting of the NMR solution structure of the pyrin domain of
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human ASC (PDB 1UCP) into the 3.8 Å resolution cryoEM reconstruction of the ASC filaments (EMDB
5830, PDB 3J63). In the upper view, one pyrin domain is shown in red and the others are in orange. In
the lower view, superimposition of the NMR solution structures of the ASC pyrin domain (in grey and
green) with the pyrin structure fitted into the cryoEM reconstruction of the ASC filaments indicates
that conformational changes occurred in loop 2-3 and in helix 3 during filament assembly. (C)
Hybrid structure of the Shigella flexneri type III secretion system needle obtained from solid-state
NMR and EM data at 7.7 Å resolution (EMDB 5352; PDB 2MME). The solid state NMR structure
determined in this work is shown in the map in orange/red. The structure of four subunits derived
from this hybrid study is shown in rainbow style (N-terminus in blue and C-terminus in red) and
compared to the structure proposed in a previous study based only a cryoEM map (EMDB 5352; PDB
3J0R).
Figure 4. Architecture of phage SPP1 connector and tail as deduced from a combined liquid-state
NMR and EM study. (A) Solution structure of the head-completion protein gp16 from phage SPP1
(PDB 2KCA). (B,C) Flexible fitting of the NMR structure of gp16 into the cryoEM reconstruction of the
head-to-tail interface of SPP1 in its closed state (EMDB 2993; PDB 5A20). Twelve gp16 molecules are
present in each phage particle. The dashed arrow links the loop closing the connector channel in (B)
and (C). In (B) is shown a subunit extracted from the modelled dodecamer, for comparison with (A).
In (C) is shown the fitting of the 12 gp16 monomers into the corresponding cryoEM density. The
protein structures are displayed in green excepted for a single subunit coloured in purple. (D) Flexible
fitting of the head-completion proteins gp15 (in salmon; PDB 2KBZ) and gp16 (in green; PDB 2KCA)
and the tail-completion protein gp17 (in orange; PDB 2LFP) into the cryoEM map of the head-to-tail
interface of SPP1 in its closed state.
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